
HSC Chemistry 
Module 5 
Equilibrium and 
Acid Reactions
Factors that Affect 
Equilibrium



Features of a System in Equilibrium

� Rate of forward reaction equals rate of reverse 
reaction

� Closed system – no matter or energy leaves or 
enters the system

� Macroscopic properties do not change e.g. 
colour, temp, pressure

� Reactant and product concentrations do not 
change

� Microscopic changes do occur 



Understanding key terms
� A + B           C + D 
� Reactants – the substances on the left of the 

equation e.g. A and B
� Products – the substances on the right of the 

equation e.g. C and D
� Forward reaction – left to right e.g. A and B are used 

up, and C and D is created
� Reverse reaction – right to left e.g. C and D are used 

up, and A and B is created
� Shift right – favours forward reaction
� Shift left – favours reverse reaction



Le Chatelier’s Principle

� If a system is subjected to change, the 
system will shift/react in the direction to 
minimise/oppose the effect of the change.



Change in Concentration 1
� A + B              C + D
� If the concentration of a reactant (A or B) is increased the 

system will shift right towards the products (C and D) to 
use up the added reactant

� Thinking out loud example - increase concentration of A
o “The concentration of A has increased”
o “By Le Chatelier’s principle the system will shift to oppose 

this change”
o “To oppose this change, A has to used up, to decrease its 

concentration to what it was before the change”
o “The forward reaction (left to right) uses up A, so the 

system will shift right”



� A + B              C + D
� If the concentration of a reactant (A or B) is decreased

the system will shift left towards the reactants (A and B) to 
create more of the removed reactant

� Thinking out loud example – decrease concentration of A
o “The concentration of A has decreased”
o “By Le Chatelier’s principle the system will shift to oppose 

this change”
o “To oppose this change, A has to be created, to increase 

its concentration to what it was before the change”
o “The reverse reaction (right to left) creates A, so the 

system will shift left”

Change in Concentration 2



� A + B              C + D
� If the concentration of a product (C or D) is increased the 

system will shift left towards the reactants (A and B) to use 
up the added product

� Thinking out loud example - increase concentration of C
o “The concentration of A has increased”
o “By Le Chatelier’s principle the system will shift to oppose 

this change”
o “To oppose this change, C has to used up, to decrease its 

concentration to what it was before the change”
o “The reverse reaction (right to left) uses up C, so the system 

will shift left”

Change in Concentration 3



� A + B              C + D
� If the concentration of a product (C or D) is decreased the 

system will shift right towards the products (C and D) to 
create more of the removed product

� Thinking out loud example – decrease concentration of C
o “The concentration of C has decreased”
o “By Le Chatelier’s principle the system will shift to oppose 

this change”
o “To oppose this change, C has to be created, to increase 

its concentration to what it was before the change”
o “The forward reaction (left to right) creates C, so the system 

will shift right”

Change in Concentration 4



Linking Pressure and Volume

� Volume and pressure are inversely proportional
� Increasing pressure is equivalent to decreasing 

volume
� Decreasing pressure is equivalent to increasing 

volume
� E.g. if you make the container bigger (increase 

the volume), the particles inside have more 
space around them and thus have a lower 
pressure



Counting Moles of gas
� 2A(g) + B(g) C(g) + D(g)

� The left side of the equation has 3 moles of gas, 
the right side has 2 moles of gas

� 2A(g) + B(s) 3C(g) + D(l)

� The left side of the equation has 2 moles of gas, 
the right side has 3 moles of gas

� Note how the solid and liquid substances aren’t 
included when counting the number of moles of 
gas



Change in Pressure/Volume 1

� 2A(g) + B(g) C(g) + D(g)

� Increasing pressure (or decreasing volume) shifts the equilibrium to 
the side with less moles of gas.

� Thinking out loud example - increase pressure (decrease volume)
o “The pressure has increased / volume decreased”
o “This means that the particles in the container are more compact, and 

have less space around them than before”
o “By Le Chatelier’s principle the system will shift to oppose this change”
o “To oppose this change, the number of moles in the container has to be 

reduced, to increase the space around the particles equal to before”
o “The left side has 3 moles of gas, and the right side has 2 moles of gas”
o “Therefore the equation will shift right as this side has less moles of gas”



Change in Pressure/Volume 2

� 2A(g) + B(s) 3C(g) + D(l)

� Decreasing pressure (or increasing volume) shifts the equilibrium to 
the side with more moles of gas.

� Thinking out loud example – decrease pressure (increase volume)
o “The pressure has decreased / volume increased”
o “This means that the particles in the container are less compact, and 

have more space around them than before”
o “By Le Chatelier’s principle the system will shift to oppose this change”
o “To oppose this change, the number of moles in the container has to be 

increased, to reduce the space around the particles equal to before”
o “The left side has 2 moles of gas, and the right side has 3 moles of gas”
o “Therefore the equation will shift right as this side has more moles of gas”



Change in Pressure/Volume 3

� If the system doesn’t involve gases, 
changing the pressure/volume will not 
shift the equilibrium



Exothermic & Endothermic
� An exothermic reaction releases heat
� An endothermic reaction absorbs heat
� A + B           C + D + heat
� For the above equation, the forward reaction 

produces/releases heat, and thus is exothermic
� The reverse reaction uses/absorbs heat, and thus is 

endothermic
� A + B + heat           C + D
� For the above equation, the forward reaction 

uses/absorbs heat, and thus is endothermic
� The reverse reaction produces/releases heat, and 

thus is exothermic



� A + B              C + D + heat 
� Increasing the temperature favours the endothermic reaction, 

shifting the equation to the side that doesn’t have “+ heat”

� Thinking out loud example – increase temperature
o “The temperature has increased (heat has been added to the 

system)”
o “By Le Chatelier’s principle the system will shift to oppose this 

change”
o “To oppose this change, heat has to be used up to decrease the 

temperature to what it was before the change ”
o “The reverse reaction (right to left) is endothermic and 

uses/absorbs heat, so the system will shift left”

Change in Temperature 1



� A + B              C + D + heat 
� Decreasing the temperature favours the exothermic 

reaction, shifting the equation to the side that has “+ heat”

� Thinking out loud example – decrease temperature
o “The temperature has decreased (heat has been removed 

from the system)”
o “By Le Chatelier’s principle the system will shift to oppose 

this change”
o “To oppose this change, heat has to be added to increase 

the temperature to what it was before the change ”
o “The forward reaction (left to right) is exothermic and 

produces/releases heat, so the system will shift right”

Change in Temperature 2


